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Developed in two parts for Ryerson University Library and Archives
(RULA), this project is intended to develop awareness of ORCID identifiers
for Ryerson University faculty and researchers. The first part will consist of
developing content for both ORCID outreach sessions and upcoming Single
Sign On (SSO) website to be used by Ryerson University (RU) faculty and
researchers. The second, is to complete outreach to liaison librarians at
RULA and participate in outreach activities to RU faculty, which may
include workshops, one-on-one sessions, and consultations by phone or
email.
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CONTEXT
HISTORY OF
RU & RULA

MY
BACKGROUND

Ryerson University made the switch from
polytechnic to university in 1993, which
has also meant an increasing focus in research activities. As part of this, the need
for unique researcher identifiers, in this
case ORCID, has also grown. RULA aims
to support RU by increasing awareness of
how to get and use ORCIDs for faculty.
This project will be part of a larger
strategy of integrating ORCIDs into a
variety of RU systems, which may include
the institutional repository and SSO
services. As part of the broader research
landscape, there’s been an increase in
journal publication and multiple author
publication, which has increased the need
to disambiguate authors.

I have worked at University of Toronto
Libraries (UTL) in e-Resources and
Metadata since September 2017, which has
inspired me to pursue a career in academic
librarianship. One area I find particularly
interesting is Scholarly Communication
and Liason Librarianship. This project will
allow me to work closely with liason
librarians, as well as faculty, potentially,
which will give me a better understanding
of what this job entails, and allow me to
develop directly applicable skills for
working in these careers.

WHO IS INVOLVED: ORCID working group (Naomi Eichenlaub,

May Yan, Brian Cameron, Sally Wilson, Dana Thomas). Working group meetings will be held
monthly through the project term. I will report to Naomi via email communication and bi-weekly
meetings.

WHY IT IS IMPORTANT: In spring 2017 RULA joined (and paid

for membership to) a Canada-wide consortium (ORCID.ca), and this is essential for making sure
they are getting a good return on investment. Membership is jointly paid by RULA and the RU
Office for Research.

PROJECT
SCHEDULE

DELIVERABLES AND PRIORITIES
Decisions I will be making:
1.
2.
3.

What content is useful for faculty and graduate students, and how their
needs might differ
How to best reach the desired audience (social media, posters, through
their liaison librarian, etc.)
What format to deliver content in (i.e. workshops vs. one-on-one, etc.)

DELIVERABLES
The four deliverables for this project are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Content for liaison librarians (meetings to take place over June and July)
Content for workshops (10-15 minutes of slides)
Content for libguide (in any format)
Content for SSO page

DEFINING
SUCCESS At minimum, content will be created for liaison librarin education, workshops for faculty and graduate students, a libguide, and for the upcoming SSO page. At the maximum, this will include formatting the information, and may include the opportunity to participate in some of the
technical components of developing an SSO page.

POTENTIAL
CHALLENGES

